
Designed to be
       Different

Ask your vet about a  
one-of-a-kind joint 
supplement designed  
for dogs and loved by dogs. 
(And pet owners, too!)1,2



Consider 
a different 
kind of joint 
supplement

Dogs love to move
It’s who they are! And between  
all the tennis ball fetching, stair 
climbing, and neighborhood 
navigating, their joints may  
need support.

It doesn’t matter whether  
dogs are young or old,  
big or small, active  
or couch potatoes  — 
see how your dog
can benefit.3

Joints don’t 
discriminate



See what  
different 
is made of
A unique blend of 
ingredients that help 
keep dogs in motion
MOVOFLEX® Soft Chews  
contain a proprietary blend  
of 5 ingredients, including 
BIOVAFLEX® Egg Shell 
Membrane, which work 
together to support healthy 
bones and joint flexibility  
in dogs.4–7 

Unlike many other  
joint supplements,  
MOVOFLEX Soft Chews  
have been researched 
in dogs, have a good 
safety profile, and 
provide positive 
joint support.1,8
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See what  
different 
is made of

* Exact percentage equals 68.1%.

A chew that 
performs

In a recent pet owner study, dogs were  
observed by their owners and vets to see how 
MOVOFLEX Soft Chews supported joint health.2

Get to know this joint 
supplement in action

78 veterinary hospitals  
across 25 states

80 veterinarians 587 dogs

97% of pet owners  
reported it was easy to give their 
dogs MOVOFLEX Soft Chews.2  
Dogs do crave that chicken liver flavor.

said they would continue using 
MOVOFLEX Soft Chews.2

3out of 4 veterinarians     

7 out of 10 dogs   
showed positive changes 
after just 28 days.* 2



Available 
for dogs of 
all sizes!

Designed for 
convenience
Just 1 chew a day can help 
support joint health in dogs 

Gluten-free 

Sugar-free 

Shellfish-free 

Salt-free
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Could your dog be a MOVOFLEX® Soft Chews 
dog? Speak with your vet to find out.

Discover 
what different  
can do
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Don’t forget to look for this seal 
when choosing a joint supplement.

Visit us.virbac.com/movoflex  
to learn more.


